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SMALL RAILROAD EMPIRES:
SCENARIO PACK

Expansion for Small Railroad Empires
featuring Scenario Maps of: United States,
Europe, Germany and the United Kingdom.
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
ARG 041....................................$17.00

SMALL RAILROAD EMPIRES:
SCENARIO PACK 2

ARCHONA GAMES

Expansion for Small Railroad Empires
featuring Scenario Maps of: Australia,
Canada, France and Italy. Scheduled to
ship in August 2021.
ARG 042....................................$17.00

AAW GAMES

ARES GAMES

SMALL RAILROAD EMPIRES

SURVIVALIST’S GUIDE TO
SPELUNKING (5E)

The Definitive Guide to Underworld
Survival! This tome contains the collected
wisdom of legendary dwarven delver
Dugmore Dumple. Dugmore takes you
through crystalline caverns, fungal
jungles and maze-like passages of his
home beneath the surface, even skirting
the upper regions of Hel itself. Survival
in the Underworld is no mean feat,
but this massive tome contains all you
need to exist and endure, nay, prosper
in and profit from the lightless realms
below. Dugmore’s sage advice, carefully
balanced by seasoned traveler and guide
Fin Starling, provides all the tools you
require to enhance your experience while
exploring the fabled caverns and tunnels
below the surface.
AAW 5ESGS...............................$39.99

Small Railroad Empires is a pickup
and deliver, track-laying and setcollection board game for 2-4 players,
where players build railroad tracks,
send trains with goods from industries
to cities, and complete achievements
to earn prestige! During their turn,
players will build their tracks by
placing 2 trains on the modular board.
Once a track connects an industry
that produces a good with a city
that demands that certain good, the
player may send a train to complete
the delivery and earn gold depending
on the track length. Finally, when all
players run out of tracks to lay down,
the game ends. Player calculate the
final prestige points they have from the
achievements and the player with the
most prestige is the winner! Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
ARG 040.............................. $39.00

BLACK ROSE WARS: FAMILIARS

Black Rose Wars expands its line with four types of familiars, Black Rose Wars Familiars,
awaiting their new owners in the Lodge! Every set of Familiars includes 3 different specimens
with unique skills and statistics. If you decide to use one or more types of pets in your games
you will have to replace one of the original rooms of the color corresponding to the lair of
the type of Familiar selected. As long as a Familiar has a Master, it cannot be chosen by any
other Mage, so if a second Magister activates the same lair he can only choose between the
two remaining specimens, and so on. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
CERBERUS
AGS BLRW007	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.90
DRACO
AGS BLRW008	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.90
GRIFFIN
AGS BLRW009	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.90
HYDRA
AGS BLRW010	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.90

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 259................................ $3.99

Take a journey to the Pacific Northwest as
you compete to create the most harmonious
ecosystem in Cascadia! Turns are simple select a tile/token set and place each into
your expanding ecosystem. Earn points
by fulfilling wildlife goals and creating the
largest habitat corridors. With variable
scoring goals, each game of Cascadia
brings a new spatial puzzle to your table!
AEG 7098...................................$39.99

Expansion for Small Railroad Empires
featuring 5th player pieces, and extra
components such as: new achievement
card, and 4x new train (wild) cards.
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
ARG 043....................................$20.00
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LUCHA WARS

Lucha Wars is a two to eight-player dice game,
based on the popular world of professional
Mexican wrestling, or ‘Lucha Libre’ a.k.a. free
fighting. The game is a new variation with new
content to Luchador! Mexican Wrestling dice.
Each player selects a Luchador wrestling character
to play and rolls their Grapple Dice to try to either
reduce their opponent/s life points to zero to win
by a knock-out (KO) or hold the opponent down
on the mat for a ‘count of three’ to win by a pin!
Scheduled to ship in December 2021.
BSG 2102.............................................. $34.95

GAMES

BLACK ROSE WARS:
INFERNO

Welcome
to
Dante’s
Inferno! This new and
rich expansion to the
Black Rose Wars includes
the materials needed to
play Inferno, using the
spell cards to evoke and
use the demons, fighting
against the new strong
enemy Lucifer. Inside the
spectacular box, designed
by artist Antonio De Luca,
you’ll find 14 impressive
new rooms dedicated to
the circles of Inferno: there
will be 13 dedicated to the circles and a specific one with Lucifers throne of
glass. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
AGS BLRW006	������������������������������������������������������������������������� $89.90

ATLAS GAMES
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FENG SHUI 2 RPG:
APEWORLD ON FIRE!

Life in the Future Juncture is bleak, but dont
worry, chi warriors, it can always get worse!
Pontius Primate, religious psychopomp of
the New Simian Army, has sent his cyberape holy warriors back through time to
kidnap the scientists he needs to perfect a
terrible mind-control gas that can strip the
free will from countless victims at once! The
heroes have chased them back to the future.
In hot pursuit across the Wastelands, their
journey will take them into the very heart
of the simian capital of Apeworld and deep
into the hidden laboratories beneath Pontius
Primate’s cyber-fortress. Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
ATG AG4027	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $15.95

BANDAI CO.

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG:
ARCHIVE BOOSTER DISPLAY
(24) (AB-01)

The Archive Booster is filled with
rare and valuable reprints of
cards from Promos, Draft Boxes,
Expansions, Starter/Expert Decks,
Theme Boosters, and pre-Unison
Warrior Series boosters! Each card
is available in an original “reprint”
version with the RE text, and a
holo “parallel” version with NEW
alternate-art and gold stamp! Even
Common parallels have a gold
stamp! Each pack contains 2 holo
cards! Contains two SCR reprints
- the first Secret Rare reprints in
DBSCG history! NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2594421	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

OFFERED AGAIN
O/A MAGICAL KITTIES
SAVE THE DAY! RPG

You are CUTE. You are CUNNING. You
are FIERCE. You are magical kitties, and
its time to save the day! Every magical
kitty has a human. Every human has a
problem. In Magical Kitties Save the Day,
you and your friends use your magical
powers to help your humans. But kitties
live in hometowns that are filled even
bigger problems like witches, aliens, and
hyper-intelligent raccoons, so kitties go on
adventures to save the day!
ATG AG3110..............................$24.95

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG: GIFT COLLECTION DISPLAY (8) (GC-01)

Comes with four Archive Booster packs, available a week before the main release!
Includes a newly designed deck case and card sleeve set for players! NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2596221	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

BLUE ORANGE USA
BACKSPINDLE GAMES
CLACKS - A DISCWORLD BOARD GAME:
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

A brand new Collector’s Edition of the popular
puzzle game based on the Clacks messaging system
featured in Sir Terry Pratchett’s Discworld novels.
Clacks can be played Solo or Cooperative when
players attempt to beat the Ankh Morpork Post Office
in a race to send a message across the Discworld.
JUL It can also be played as a Competitive game, with
2021
each player trying to be the fastest operator on the
line. Scheduled to ship in December 2021.
2
BSG 2101................................................. $49.95

CAKE RACE

Hip Hip Hooray! It’s your special day!
We made you a cake which wiggles and
shakes, and slides off the plate! You’re
sure to be laughing as you team up with
your friends and try to cross the finish line
without dropping the rolling candles! Cake
Race is a relay race game in which every
player helps their teammates to be the first
to bring their precious birthday cake back
to the party table safe and sound.
BOG 09025................................$19.99

TRAP BALL
HIDE N SQUEAK

WHAT’S THAT SOUND

Feed the Giant Monster his favorite food,
but be careful, you never know when he’ll
bite back! Be the first to stack all your
pancakes onto his tongue without the
Monster popping up to bite you. The rules
include a version where you play with
laundry! It’s a chomping good game and it
doubles as a pop-up hamper!
BOG 09030................................$24.99

Who can do the best sound imitation? Players
take turns being the imitator while the others
listen carefully and try to guess the image
the imitator is trying to turn into a sound.
Sounds easy? Not so much! 280 images
will challenge the most creative players and
place them in hilarious situations!
BOG 09029................................$12.99

SPIN CIRCUS

ZOOM IN BARCELONA

Welcome to the circus! Can you work
together with the acrobats to be the star of
the show? On your turn move an acrobat
clip on the wheel to alter the effective
weight and force the wheel to spin! It’s
like a little physics lesson and it’s great fun
too! When the wheel stabilizes, move your
pawn on the track, as indicated by the
arrow. Land on a space with a stage act
and be ready to preform! The first player
to reach the end of the track wins and gets
a standing ovation from the crowd!
BOG 09033................................$19.99

In Zoom in Barcelona, players compete
in a photo contest to try to take the best
photos of the city. Hop on a bike, catch a
taxi or a bus to get to the best spots before
the other players. During the game you
will take photos of its beautiful locations,
the iconic structures that create the skyline
of Barcelona, and... dragons! Did you
know that you can find more than 400
dragons in the city of Barcelona? Grab
your camera and embark in a sight seeing
adventure with this beautiful card drafting
and set collection board game!
BOG 09036................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

PANCAKE MONSTER

GAMES

Can you find Squeaky the Mouse? One
player hides her, and the rest of the players
must find her! If you listen closely, you
can hear her laughing and giggling very
quietly at first, then louder and louder as
the seconds pass! Once you find the silly
little mouse, return her back to her Cheese
Box so she can finish her meal!
BOG 09026................................$14.99

Trap Ball is a fast action game where
players compete to trap balls inside rings!
After positioning themselves away from
a line of 5 balls, players take a ring and
slide it across the table. The goal is to get
the ring to slide under the ball, thus traping
it! Using precision, aim and focus players
must keep trying until they have trapped
3 balls! .
BOG 09034................................$12.99

JUL
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CAPSTONE GAMES

CRYSTAL DAGGER GAMES
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GAMES

CRYPT OF CHAOS

SAVANNAH PARK
RIFTFORCE

In Riftforce, the two-player duel card
game, each player starts by drafting
four of the ten different guilds, each
with a unique power, to forge their
own asymmetrical alliance. Every
game of Riftforce gives you a chance
to discover new synergies between
guilds which will greatly influence your
overall strategy and strengths. Do you
want to strengthen your position at the
Rift, sacrifice elementals for powerful
combo attacks or gather support for
your next turn? Scheduled to ship in
October 2021.
CSG FB4210......................... $29.95

You run a park home to some of the most
fascinating wild animals in the world: a
herd of zebras has gathered over there,
antelopes are grazing in the shade beneath
a tree, and a young elephant is playing
happily at her watering hole. You have a lot
to do. You must gather each type of animal
into large herds, lead them to watering
holes, and protect them from brush fires.
A tricky task especially as each animal can
only move once, and your opponents have
a say in when! Savannah Parks simple rules
offer great variety and countless replays.
An engaging gaming experience for
both families and advanced play groups.
Compete to have the best park! Scheduled
to ship in September 2021.
CSG FB3210...............................$39.95

DEEP WATER GAMING
GLADIUS

In Gladius, play as cunning Roman
spectators trying to make the most
money by betting on rigging the
gladiatorial games. Each round,
players secretly place bets on
competing gladiator teams. Through
the skillful use of underhanded
tactics, players can help and hinder
teams to alter the outcome of each
battle. The player with the most
money at the end of three rounds
wins! Will you walk away with toga pockets brimming full of gold, or will you be left
without a single denarius to your name?
DPW GLAD01	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.95

OFFERED AGAIN

DEVIR AMERICAS

O/A WATERGATE

In Watergate, one player assumes the role
of a Journalist, while the other embodies the
Nixon Administration, each with a unique set
of cards. To win, the Nixon Administration
must build up enough momentum to make it
to the end of the presidential term, whereas,
the Journalist must gather enough evidence
to connect two informants directly to the
President. Of course, the administration will
do all in it`s power to smother any evidence.
The Watergate History is included with
the game.
CSG FG1001.................................. $34.95

CASTLE PARTY

Castle Party is a flip-and-write game where players
arrange guests at the Pumpkin King’s autumn ball.
It has a matching mechanic where players place
monsters on the table that match a polynomial
shape on a card. The game is scored in three
phases and players receive points depending on
how they arranged their guests. This game is for
two to four players, ages 8 and up, and plays in 30
minutes. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
DVR DEVCASTLEPARTY............................. $19.99

CLEVERGREEN BOARD GAMES
DIEGETIC GAMES

SHARDS OF THE JAGUAR

Shards of the Jaguar is a competitive dungeon-deduction game, which both requires
strategic and tactical thinking. It is about an initiation trial where you and your fellow
initiates have to prove that you are worthy of your tribe’s legendary animal, the
JUL Jaguar’s power.
2021
CBG SJ001	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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Crypt of Chaos is an exciting new game for one
or two players set in a creepy Crypt crawling with
creatures hell bent on preventing you from reaching
your goal. Play as one of six sensational Crypt
Champions, each with their own unique skill, item or
special ability. Build and explore a new Crypt every
game by drawing cards from the dungeon deck to
reveal floor tiles. Place these to create the twisting
passages, creepy corridors and dank chambers of
the Crypt, revealing monsters, obstacles and treasure
chests as you proceed. You will need to use skill and
cunning and have all of your wits about you as you
seek out a mysterious Lost Sword, snatch the Key
of Freedom and battle your way to the Crypt Exit
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
CRD 01.................................................... $29.99

CIA - COLLECT IT ALL

Players take on the role of agents who are collecting intelligence and tackling security
threats over multiple rounds. Each round starts with ten crisis cards in the center of the
table. Each crisis has aspects (Political, Military, Economic, Weapons), difficulty, and
required number of Techniques. Players start each round with a hand of Intelligence
Techniques and Reality Checks. The game ends when a player has accumulated 10 victory
points. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
GTD 1000	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.00

DV GIOCHI

DECKSCAPE:
CREW VS CREW

Danielle was kidnapped! Thankfully, she is a resourceful girl and managed
to ask for help. But you must act quickly if you want to save her. Nightmare
in the Mirror is an investigation game for a group of friends (but also
playable solo). Collect the clues: newspaper clippings, pictures, witness
statements Investigate and come up with plausible theories. Can you put
the evidence together to solve the mystery? Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
DVG 5730	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.90

FLOODGATE GAMES
VAULT WARS: RELIC ROADSHOW

Step right up and place your bid! Players will take
turns as an Auction Master, leading a cut-throat
bidding war to selling off Vaults full of items to
the other players. Each Vault provides a unique
experience, introducing new ways for the players
to bid. No player quite knows everything that’s
in a Vault, and there’s lots of junk to fool your
opponents into bidding on. Between auctions,
players may sell off their items to gain Gold, or
save them for Victory Points - paying storage fees
to keep them around. The player with the most
victory points after all the auctions will be the
winner! Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
FGG VW03...........................................$14.95
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DECKTECTIVE: NIGHTMARE IN THE MIRROR

GAMES

Blackbeard’s treasure is every
greedy pirates dream, but only
the smartest crew can take it!
Follow the map to distant islands
filled with gunpowder, puzzles,
and adventure! Each duel can
bring more shiny doubloons to
your stash. Which crew will win?
Scheduled to ship in May 2021.
DVG 5733...................... $14.90
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GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING
VIVID MEMORIES

BLUE ROSE RPG: ENVOYS TO THE MOUNT
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GAMES

Relive the best parts of childlike wonder as you
gather fragments of memories, tucking them into
the corners of your mind. Cleverly connect core
memories to each other, and relive important events
to enjoy them over and over. Rules fit on a single
helper card. Drafting, ability combos and puzzley
scoring perfectly blend for a satisfying end game.
Gorgeous art that evokes a warm, nostalgic feeling
every time. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
FGG VIV................................................. $49.95

JUL
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Envoys to the Mount is an epic campaign for the Blue
Rose RPG whose four adventures span five years
and all four tiers of play. In it a small band of envoys
from the Sovereign’s Finest must travel to far-off vata
stronghold known as Mt. Oritaun and lend their aid
against the sinister powers of the Shadow Barrens. The
heroes must face off against the very forces of Shadow
and may unlock some of the ancient secrets of the
world of Blue Rose. Envoys to the Mount also provides
a complete gazetteer for the Shadow Barrens and Mt.
Oritaun, a guide to the Sovereign’s Finest, and a host
of creatures and NPCs for use within or outside of this
storyline. Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
GRR 6509....................................................$39.95

GAMOSIS PUZZLES

THE HAPPIEST KID IN THE WORLD
1000 PIECE PUZZLE

TOY GA-0002.............................$19.99

STAYING UP ALL NIGHT
1000 PIECE PUZZLE

TOY GA-0001.............................$19.99

BOOK OF FIENDS (5E)

GLOBAL GAMES

GLITTER HEARTS

Glitter Hearts is an action-packed RPG in a fun
filled world of everyday people who transform
into powerful superheroes that fight off the
forces of evil. Emphasizing inclusivity and
diversity, particularly in its LGBTQ. Scheduled
to ship in July 2021.
GGD JPG280.............................................PI

GRAIL GAMES

Devils, demons, and daemons - these
are the ultimate servants of evil. Learn
all their foul secrets in the Book of
the Fiends, the definitive Fifth Edition
sourcebook on these fell creatures.
This tome presents over 130 of horrific
fiends hailing from Hell, the Abyss,
and Gehenna, with Challenge Ratings
ranging from 0 to 31. The original
edition of the Book of Fiends was one
of the most critically acclaimed books
of the d20 era. Now Dungeons &
Dragons designer Robert J. Schwalb
has reimaged all the creatures,
character options, and more for Fifth
Edition. It builds on the information
found in the core rulebooks, expanding
and revealing all you could ever want
to know about these evil planes and
their inhabitants. The Book of Fiends
provides profoundly wicked foes your
players will never forget! Scheduled to
ship in July 2021.
GRR 3604............................. $49.95

FJORDS

SENTINELS OF EARTH-PRIME

Sentinels of Earth-Prime is a
cooperative card game that recreates
the pulse pounding action of superhero
comics. This epic team up between
Green Ronin Publishing and Greater
Than Games uses the rules of the
hit game Sentinels of the Multiverse
and the setting and characters of
the critically acclaimed Mutants &
Masterminds Roleplaying Game. Play
a hero of the Freedom League like Lady
Liberty, Captain Thunder, or Johnny
Rocket striving against the schemes of
villains like Argo the Ultimate Android
and Omega, Lord of the Terminus, in
dynamic environments like Tartarus
and Freedom City. Sentinels of EarthPrime is a standalone game but
everything is 100% compatible with
previous Sentinels of the Multiverse
releases and decks can be mixed and
matched as you desire. Scheduled to
ship in July 2021.
GRR 3013............................. $49.95

THE EXPANSE RPG DICE SETS

Fjords is a tile-laying game for 2 players that
takes part over two phases: a tile-laying phase
followed by a claiming of the land phase. To
begin with, players will take turns placing
hexagonal tiles to build the terrain they will
soon be claiming. After placing a tile, a player
may put one of their huts on the tile just placed.
Once the layout of the land is completed,
players continue to take turns, claiming sections
of open land connected to their huts. The other
player - and the craggy terrain itself - will often
spoil your plans. The player who claimed the
most land over three rounds will win the game.
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
GRL FJO001170................................ $35.00

BELTER

GRR 6606...................................$14.95

EARTHER

GRR 6604...................................$14.95

MARTIAN

GRR 6605...................................$14.95

THE EXPANSE RPG:
SHIPS OF THE EXPANSE

HEXY STUDIO

FLIP OVER FROG

Players will cleverly place frogs on the
game board to flip adjacent tiles, hiding
some frogs and revealing others.
HUB FLP01..................................$15.00

In MegaCity: Oceania, players act as
architects tasked with designing a brand
new city built on platforms that float on the
ocean surface.
HUB MCY01................................$55.00

HUB GAMES
PRISMA ARENA
HOLDING ON: THE TROUBLED LIFE
OF BILLY KERR

ADVENTURE MART

Adventure Mart is a deck building card
game of store management set in a
modern, high fantasy world.
HUB ADM01...............................$30.00

Holding On: The Troubled Life of Billy Kerr
is a co-operative game where players work
as nursing staff tasked with providing care
for the terminally ill. Your latest patient has
been rushed in following a massive heart
attack on a flight from Sydney to London.
When the game begins all you know is this
- his name is Billy Kerr, he is sixty years old,
and he has been given days to live. Players
must work together to provide Billy with
appropriate care, responding to medical
emergencies while gaining his trust.
HUB HLN01.................................$40.00

Prisma Arena is a fast-paced game of
over-the-top arena combat for 2-4 players.
Play as novices recruited for your ability
to channel Prisma your inner light as you
learn the martial art of Prismakata. You are
joined in the arena by Mo’kon, creatures
that embody individual emotions. Learn to
blast, strike and perform powerful combos.
With quick-start rules, you can play
standalone or train to become a Guardian
of Hope over multiple games.
HUB PR01...................................$40.00

UNTOLD: ADVENTURES AWAIT

STAR SCRAPPERS: CAVE-IN

Star Scrappers: Cave-in is a game for
2-4 players who take roles of Galactic
entrepreneurs, rival mining bosses who
compete in this difficult, sometimes even
merciless industry. As a mining boss,
you will have to recruit new mercenary
laborers, use their skills, and collect
precious artifacts. Your job is to excavate
the Hexis crystals but never let your guard
down though, as your competition is
waiting for a chance to buy off your trusted
men and steal the bounty from under your
nose! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
AGS BG001................................$39.90

MEGACITY: OCEANIA

KOMBO KLASH

BLANK

BLANK is the fast and fun interactive game
you customize with every win! Players
match colors and numbers using cards in
their hands. Play all your cards to win the
game, then make your mark by writing a
new Game Effect or Rule Card, or follow
the three ever-changing Rule Cards that
guarantee a different game every time!
HUB BLK01..................................$15.00

Can you master each creature’s unique
ability and form the craziest Kombos
needed to win the game? Use the raven to
summon extra tiles into your hand, score
bonuses by adding wolves to the Klash,
or kick other animals across the board
with the kangaroo! Manipulate tiles by
playing alligators and vultures, steal them
back into your hand by playing hypnotic
snakes, and smash through tiles by using
gorillas...and don’t forget the chameleons,
who can do anything and everything!
HUB KK01...................................$25.00
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Spaceships are the arteries that connect
the planets, moons, stations, and colonies
of the Solar System. Now Ships of the
Expanse brings them into full focus for
your RPG campaign. From shuttles and
racing pinnacles to lumbering ice-haulers
and massive warships, this sourcebook
describes them all and provides deck
plans for every ship. You’ll find histories,
rules, and details on over thirty classes
of spaceships, plus info on famous
named ships like the LDSS Nauvoo and
the Rocinante. Ships of the Expanse
also features new ship qualities and
flaws, details on space stations, rules for
maintenance and repair, info on buying
and selling cargo, new fleet command and
crew stunts, and much more.
GRR 6607...................................$34.95

Welcome to the Star Scrappers universe!
Have a seat and get comfortable in the
command chair on a Space Station
constructed in the asteroid belt called the
Sybil Cloud. Deposits of Hexis have been
discovered there, attracting numerous
daredevils willing to extract the precious
crystals. Star Scrappers: Orbital by Jacob
Fryxelius, the designer of Terraforming Mars,
is an engine building, worker placement
card game for 1-5 players, based on his
Space Stationcard game, which has been
mechanically streamlined, updated and rethemed to fit the Star Scrappers universe.
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
AGS BG005................................$39.90

GAMES

STAR SCRAPPERS: ORBITAL

Untold: Adventures Await is a collaborative
storytelling game where you play the heroes
in your own unfolding adventure TV series full
of twists and turns. Like an episode of your
favorite TV show, a game of Untold plays
out over five Scenes. The game begins with
players create a setting for their episode. The
first Scene opens with the world facing A
Dangerous Dilemma. You’ll create characters
in response to this threat. Then The Plot
Thickens, making things trickier for your
heroes. Next comes An Heroic Undertaking
where there is a direct confrontation. With JUL
2021
The Truth Revealed, the stakes become even
higher for your heroes as they are catapulted
7
towards The Final Showdown!
HUB UTD01.................................$35.00
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The most charismatic and capable test subjects
compete in front of millions of avid viewers,
seeking fame for themselves and fortunes
for their creators. Select your character and
parachute them onto the modular island
and equip them. Using cleverly your limited
dice pool and their specific visible face, you
will select actions: run, build, activate, heal,
loot, shoot, use special items, or engage in
close combat to earn the most fame, earn
fame by delivering beacons to the Central
Tower, healing teammates, completing
achievements, disarming traps, injuring
opponents, or even causing an opponent to
Reload. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
KOL REL001955	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $50.00

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: I:P MASQUERENA

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

KON 85512..................................$9.99

BEASTS OF LEGEND:
BOREAL BESTIARY (PF2)

LEGENDARY LOOT CARDS:
DECK #1 (5E)

BEASTS OF LEGEND:
COLDWOOD CODEX (PF2)

PIRATE CAMPAIGN COMPENDIUM:
REVISED EDITION (5E)

The Boreal Bestiary is a fantastic bestiary
book for Pathfinder Second Edition,
featuring 10 sinister creatures awesome to
unleash on in the cold and forlorn forests
far beyond the edge of settled lands. These
beautifully illustrated creatures await in
our latest Beasts of Legend volume, and
we hope you check out all of the amazing
monster supplements coming your way for
your Pathfinder Second Edition game!
LGP 028KM05PF2.......................$12.99

Terrific Treasures at your Fingertips!
Legendary Loot Cards bring you a wealth
of treasures for your D&D 5E campaign,
each beautifully illustrated and with
complete rules! Legendary Loot Cards bring
you a killer collection of handy magic item
resources that makes life easy on you as a
player or a GM. Just hand out the cards
your heroes find and keep them with your
character sheet and you’re always ready
for action! New sets of Legendary Loot
Cards will be releasing quarterly.
LGP 472LLC015E.........................$19.99

CARD CASE

KON 85510..................................$4.99

CARD SLEEVES (50)

KON 85508................................................ $3.99

GAME MAT

KON 85514................................$14.99

LEDER GAMES

OATH

Oath: Chronicles of Empire
and Exile is a one to six
player strategy board game
where players will guide
the course of history in an
ancient land. They might
attempt to bolster the power
of the Chancellor or scheme
to bring the kingdom to ruin.
The consequences of one
game will ripple through
those that follow, changing
what resources and actions future players may have at their disposal and even
altering the game’s core victory condition.
LED 03000	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$120.00

Death Stalks the Frozen Forest! The
Coldwood Codex is a spectacular bestiary
book for Pathfinder Second Edition,
featuring 10 sinister creatures perfect to
unleash in any campaign roving into the
harsh and lonely winter woods. These
beautifully illustrated creatures await in
our latest Beasts of Legend volume, and
we hope you check out all of the amazing
themed monster supplements coming
your way for your Pathfinder Second
Edition game!
LGP 022KM02PF2.......................$12.99

Set Sail for Adventure! From the jeweled
islands of the tropics to the ice-choked
polar seas and everywhere across the
bottomless briny blue, the Pirate Campaign
Compendium from Legendary Games offers
448 pages of amazing expansions for any
nautical campaign using the 5th Edition
of the world’s most famous roleplaying
game. Newly revised and edited and with
brand-new artwork, this beautiful book is
perfect for embarking on epic journeys of
exploration above or below the waves,
voyages to distant shores, or full-on pirate
campaigns of plunder and pillage!
LGP 366PI105ERE........................$59.99

THE DRAGON’S HOARD

Each issue of The Dragons Hoard takes every
new magic item, spell, monster, or other new
rules content from our ongoing Legendary Loot
Patreon and presents it for you, with dozens of
new elements beautifully illustrated and ready to
unleash on your players! You’ll find: The Treasure
Trove, featuring magnificent magic items like
the beyonder’s veil, elixir of wonder, redflame
trollblade, and hurricane harpoon! Baskers
Books, featuring new spells for almost every
5E spellcaster like banishing blade, cobra spit,
magnetic ray, and blessed silver strike! Class Acts,
featuring new class options for your 5E heroes like
the Nymph and Satyr Sorcerer and Chainmaster!
#5 (5E) LGP 480DH055E.......................$11.99
#6 (5E) LGP 482DH065E.......................$11.99

SEA MONSTERS (5E)

Beasts of the Briny Blue. Sea Monsters is an
80-page softcover D&D 5E bestiary featuring
over 60 maritime monsters and nautical
nemeses, from low-level minions of the deep
like mutant selachim sahuagin and to reef
hags, living islands to coral golems, savage
predators like the devilfish and slaughtermaw
lamprey, and legendary foes like the scylla,
charybdis, and even the Midgard Serpent,
alongside a marvelous array of monstrous sea
life more familiar to our world like giant squid,
megalodons, deep tiger anemones, shipwrecker
crabs, and ravenous urchin swarms!
LGP 479SM015E............................... $19.99

DELUXE BOARD GAME TRAIN SETS
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.

EXTRA ENGINES PACK

GAMES

THE LITTLE PLASTIC TRAIN COMPANY

The Extra Engines Pack contains 30 trains in a labeled plastic bag.
LPT 1006	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.00

GENERAL

MERCURY

Stylistically ahead of its time, the Mercury
was one of the most famous American
streamlined locomotives of the 20th
century, running from 1936 until its
retirement in 1959.
LPT 1002.....................................$25.00

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS

HORNET

As Americans bought cars in record
numbers in the 1950s, railroads tried
to lure back passengers with luxurious,
‘futuristic’ diesel trains. Though fictional,
our Hornet train was influenced by
many of these classic mid-century diesel
locomotive designs.
LPT 1004.....................................$25.00

The Midnight Express: Almost two hundred
years later, the 19th century steam
locomotive is still what most people think
of when they hear the word ‘train.’ The
Midnight Express is our version of this
iconic design.
LPT 1001.....................................$25.00

SUNSET

The Sunset is our homage to the modern
freight train that transports goods across
vast stretches of wilderness day and night.
Accordingly, its tin cover is inspired by modern U.S. national park posters.
LPT 1005	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $25.00

LUDICREATIONS
DIESEL DEMOLITION DERBY
(DELUXE EDITION)

In Diesel Demolition Derby the players compete in a
series of quick arena matches by fielding their robotic
contraptions in battle against each other. Each match
is composed of several rounds where the mechanical
warriors fight for the right to remain in contention for
the final showdown. In each round, the players secretly
choose a card and place it face-down in front of
them. They then simultaneously reveal the cards, and
the ability of each card is resolved. Whatever cards
remain in play are then added to each player’s lineup.
At the end of the match, the player with the most power
in their lineup is the winner. The first player to win 3
matches wins the league and becomes the champion!
LDR 1719000..............................................$19.95
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Inspired by Soviet steam locomotives of the
1940s and 1950s, the General’s unique
design is so striking it may cause your
opponents to question their blind acceptance
of capitalism! The General’s tin art evokes
Soviet propaganda posters of that era.
LPT 1003.....................................$25.00
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MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

ARMADA

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

THE KINGDOM GUARD
BOOSTER EXPANSION

BASILEAN FLIERS PACK

MGE WD158..............................$29.99

MGE ARB301..............................$17.99

THE KINGDOM TAYLOR &
GUS BOOSTER EXPANSION

MGE WD157..............................$29.99

GAMES

SEAS AFLAME

Seas Aflame takes your games of Armada
to the next level. With new scenarios,
rules for fliers and fortifactions as well
as a full campaign system, the book also
expands on the background in the world
of Pannithor and introduces the next wave
of fleets to be released for the Armada
game Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
MGE ARM109.............................$29.99

THE KINGDOM TEAMWORK AND
EVENT CARD EXPANSION

These cards spice up your games of The
Walking Dead: All Out War by adding
new faction specific events and introducing
exciting gameplay options with different
combinations of survivors Scheduled to
ship in July 2021.
MGE WD159..............................$17.99

DWARF FLIERS PACK

MGE ARD202.............................$17.99

METALLIC DICE GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

16MM STONE POLY DICE SETS (7)

BLUE SANDSTONE

MET 103.....................................$49.99
MGE ART301..............................$17.99

LEAGUE OF INFAMY

Fed up of playing as the heroes? Bored of
always doing the right thing? Want to take
part in some devious dungeon delving?
League of Infamy is the occasionally cooperative dungeon crawler for up to 5
players, where it pays to commit dastardly
deeds and partake in foul thievery often
against your own party! Scheduled to ship
in July 2021.
MGE LE101.................................$17.99

PICTURE JASPER

MET 104	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

MODIPHIUS

CONAN: ADVENTURES IN AN AGE UNDREAMED OF
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

MAGIC DECK

Hire spellcasters to put wind in your sales,
duel with enemy wizards, send fireballs
crashing into the enemy’s bows, and
thwart their own sorcery. These optional
rules and cards for Armada will add a
sparkle of magic to your fleet, with a new
Magic Phase and a new layer of tactics
and excitement.
MGE ARM110.............................$19.99

ORC FLIERS PACK
JUL
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MET 105.....................................$84.99

EMPIRE OF DUST FLIERS PACK

THE WALKING DEAD:
ALL OUT WAR
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

DOOM AND FORTUNE

2021

ENGRAVED CAT’S EYE AQUAMARINE

MGE ARO301.............................$17.99

THE KINGDOM
FACTION EXPANSION

MGE WD156..............................$49.99

Fortune, Momentum, and Doom are
the primary in-game resources used in
Conan. This action-packed set contains
a total of 54 cards including all three
categories, with descriptions, and quotes
from Robert E. Howards tales to inspire
players and gamemasters alike! Use
this deck to make the spending of your
Fortune, Momentum, and Doom easier
and to inspire memorable adventures at
your gaming table!
MUH 050469..............................$19.99

ENCOUNTER CARDS

The Hyborian Age is filled with dangerous
foes and useful allies! This deck contains
54 cards that, each, summarize one
character or monster from Conans
world, including their attributes, attacks,
special abilities, and Doom spends. These
provide an easy reference for all types of
characters including the whole range from
Minion, Toughened, Nemesis, Horror,
and Undead.
MUH 050415..............................$19.99

FALLOUT: WASTELAND
WARFARE

Scheduled to ship in September 2021.

The vistas of the Hyborian Age are full of
adventure and the potential for danger!
This deck contains 54 cards showcasing
classic locations to explore in Conans
world. Each card has an evocative piece
of art and a quote from Robert E. Howards
work, and includes Fortune, Momentum
and Doom spends for that location.
MUH 050416..............................$19.99

BOONE ARCADE AND CASS

MUH 052155..............................$26.00

GAMES

LOCATION CARDS

ED-E, REX AND VERONICA

MUH 052156..............................$26.00

Magic in the Hyborian Age is dark and
risky, coming at a terrible price. This deck
contains 54 cards that cover everything
you need to know on Sorcery: spells,
rituals, artifacts, talents. All cards in
this set cover an aspect of Sorcery and
magic in the world of Conan, to make its
application easy and quick.
MUH 050414..............................$19.99

ROBOTS SECURITRON ENFORCERS

MUH 052157..............................$31.00

MONDO GAMES

FATE OF FANTOS THE IRIDIUM WARS

STORY CARDS

The Hyborian Age world Conan inhabits is
rife with stories. This deck is a useful and
exciting resource for Conan gamemasters.
Its cards will help you to craft your
own stories with unique plot elements,
challenges, environments, and plot twists
with ease! Plot ahead or randomly take
the story into a fresh new directions,
depending on your gamemastering style.
Surprise your players, and yourself!
MUH 050417..............................$19.99

In true Cosmic Overlord fashion, Zodraz
sets in motion a high-stakes challenge:
the nation with the most irridium will be
allowed to live while all others will be
destroyed. Nations must build armies of
mercenaries to harvest iridium as well as
protect their iridium reserves from raids by
other nations, all while paying tribute to
the Cosmic Overlord Zodraz. Players forge
(and break) alliances with other nations
to face the increasingly difficult trials all
while harvesting iridium, protecting their
irridium supply from warring raiders and
initiating new wars themselves. With a
unique combination of cooperative play
and brutal competition, Fate of Fantos is
a tense, intense and wickedly fun battle for
supreme planetary victory. Scheduled to
ship in July 2021.
MNG FOF001.............................$39.99
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ONYX PATH PUBLISHING

GAMES

SCION RPG: SCREEN

FIGHT CLUB - THE HOME GAME

In Fight Club, the depressed and sleep-deprived Narrator invents Tyler Durden as his
idealized superman, representing everything The Narrator wants to be: strong, confident,
bold. But Tyler is also selfish, cruel, and emotionally sterile. The very essence of chaos.
Fight Club: The Home Game is a two person competitive deck-builder between Tyler and
The Narrator. Tyler and The Narrator share, build, destroy, sabotage and enhance the
same deck. Tyler wins by destroying cards and completing Project Mayhem. The Narrator
wins by buying very stylish collections of FRNI home decor and allowing his burgeoning
emotional connection with Marla to flourish.Will order find a way or will chaos reign?
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
MNG FC01	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

Scion is a game about gods,
humanity, and every-thing in
between. Its a game about mythic
deeds and the legends those deeds
engender. The ancient powers
never fully went away. They
wander our modern roads and
cities, mingling with the teeming
masses of humanity. You are one of their children, born to the magic of yesterday and
the promise of tomorrow. Armed with weapons possessed of mighty powers, the Scions,
divine offspring of both god and man, stand as humanity’s only defense against the
savage Titans, dread forebears of the gods. Even the gods themselves cannot stand
united, as ancient rivalries spring forth once more.
ONX SCI007S	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $25.00

TRINITY CONTINUUM:
ABERRANT SCREEN
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MONGOOSE PUBLISHING

TRINITY CONTINUUM: ABERRANT

Trinity Continuum: Aberrant is the
newest setting ready to be explored on
the Trinity Continuum timeline. Set in the
near future, Trinity Continuum: Aberrant
depicts a world just beyond tomorrow,
in the year 2028. The Trinity Continuum:
Aberrant setting allows for a variety of
playstyles, from four-color action and
space exploration, to political intrigue and
deniable top-secret operations.
ONX TRI003................................$55.00

TRAVELLER RPG: SOLOMANI
ADVENTURE 1 - MYSTERIES ON
ARCTURUS SECTION

TRAVELLER RPG:
SOLOMANI FRONT

Deep in the Arcturus Belt, Station Three
serves as a hub for business, commerce,
and much needed rest for hard-working
asteroid miners. But beneath the veneer
and flashing casino lights, it is a place
of theft, treachery, and murder. Mysteries
on Arcturus Station contains two separate
investigative adventures which can be
played individually or as a series, with one
crime leading into the next. The adventures
provide all the tools to construct each of
the possible crimes, complete with motives,
clues, alibis, and misleading information
pointing to the wrong suspect.
MGP 40053................................$24.99

The Solomani Front is a land of
opportunity, lying between the open
worlds of the rimward fringe and the vast
markets of the Imperium. Cross-border
trade and diplomacy form a backdrop for
covert operations, intelligence-gathering
missions and backstreet skullduggery.
With factions pushing their own agendas
at the expense of others, the knife and the
bomb are tools of diplomacy to many.
Under pressure from within and without,
the Confederation struggles to maintain
its independence and preserve its unique
spirit. It is here that the Solomani claim to
superiority will be tested; in the crucible of
the Solomani Front.
MGP 40051................................$59.99
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VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE 5TH EDITION CULTS OF THE BLOOD GODS

Cults of the Blood Gods is a new style of sourcebook for
Vampire: The Masquerade 5th Edition that introduces the
pernicious horror of twisted beliefs. Designed for players
and Storytellers. An in-character breakdown of the rise
of esoteric beliefs among the ranks of the undead and
how faith drives many of the major aspects of vampire
culture. When you have already experienced death, why
have faith? If you accept that you and everyone like you is
cursed by God, why cling to His word? When you return
from the other side as a blood-drinking monster, what
purpose serves belief?
ONX VTM5002............................................. $55.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING
TRAVELLER RPG: UTILITY PACK

2021

Trinity Continuum: Aberrant is the newest
setting ready to be explored on the Trinity
Continuum timeline. Set in the near future,
Trinity Continuum: Aberrant depicts a world
just beyond tomorrow, in the year 2028.
The Trinity Continuum: Aberrant setting
allows for a variety of playstyles, from
four-color action and space exploration,
to political intrigue and deniable top-secret
operations. Trinity Continuum: Aberrant
Screen - a sturdy three-panel screen
featuring evocative art on the outer side,
and a selection of charts and other info on
the inside to make the Storyteller’s job a
little bit easier. Inside are 8 pages of content
designed to enhance game play.
ONX TRI003S..............................$25.00

Keep your game looking crisp with two
50-sheet pads of full color character sheets
and subsector maps. Each character sheet
can be folded into 4-page booklet that keeps
your most pertinent details front and center
while also forming a handy pocket for all the
adventure handouts. The blank subsector maps
allowing you to explore the unfathomable
depths of uncharted space, creating your own
unique universe as you go.
MGP 40054......................................$29.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- STRENGTH OF THOUSANDS PART 3 HURRICANE’S HOWL (P2)

Hurricanes Howl is a Pathfinder adventure
for four 8th-level characters. This adventure
continues the Strength of Thousands Adventure
Path, a six-part, monthly campaign in which the
heroes rise from humble magic academy students
to influential teachers, and ultimately decide
the fate of the Magaambya. This adventure
also presents a comprehensive gazetteer of a
Sodden Lands town, as well as new monsters
and new rules flying in on the hurricanes winds!
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 90171......................................... $24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CLASSICS
- THIEVES’ GUILD

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES FORTRESS WALLS &
TOWERS EXPANSION

The Liberation of Locus-1 is a complete Starfinder adventure for 4th-level characters written
by Chris Sims and featuring strange new alien creatures, new spells and equipment, and
details on Locus-1 and the surrounding worldsa rich setting that will take players many
game sessions to fully explore. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 7602	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $22.99

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-MAT - SPACE COLONY

Whether the heroes are investigating the
mysterious disappearance of a lost colony’s
inhabitants or looking to put down their own
roots on some distant planet, no Game Master
wants to spend time drawing every prefab
building and power generator. Fortunately, with
Paizo’s latest Starfinder Flip-Mat, you don’t have
to! This line of gaming maps provides readyto-use science-fantasy set pieces for the busy
Game Master. This double-sided map features
two newly established colonial settlements. Don’t
waste time sketching when you could be playing.
With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Space Colony, you’ll
be ready the next time your players want to
settle a new world! Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 7327	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

PEGASUS SPIELE

KITCHEN RUSH

PATHFINDER RPG:
LOST OMENS - THE GRAND
BAZAAR HARDCOVER (P2)

Be the first to market with Pathfinder Lost
Omens: The Grand Bazaar! The Grand
Bazaar is Absalom’s greatest marketplace
featuring items from all over Golarion.
Here, an adventurer can find equipment of
all kinds to help them on their next quest
like new weapons, armors, magic items,
accessibility items to enable adventures for
anyone, new animal companions, and more!
The Grand Bazaar is also home to countless
unique merchants and shops. Game Masters
can use these new shops as part of their
campaigns to flesh out the world and inspire
new adventures. See whats for sale at the
Grand Bazaar, and snap up the good deals while you still can! Scheduled to ship in
September 2021.
PZO 9310	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$34.99

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS FISTS OF THE RUBY PHOENIX
PAWN COLLECTION (P2)

Step into the arena and pit your players
against ruthless rivals from the Fists of the Ruby
Phoenix Adventure Path! The Fists of the Ruby
Phoenix Pawn Collection features more than
170 creature pawns for use with the Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game or any tabletop fantasy RPG.
Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn presents
a beautiful full-color image of a monster or NPC
from the Fists of the Ruby Phoenix campaign,
including malevolent martial artists, charming
challengers, and brutal beasts to meet, beat,
and defeat in the grand arena! With tons of
distinct images, the Fists of the Ruby Phoenix
Pawn Collection brings to life the enemies and
allies from all three adventures of the Fists of the
Ruby Phoenix Adventure Path. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 1045	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.99

You’ve just inherited an old restaurant
and you must turn it into a successful
business! Hire personnel, order the
right ingredients and be ready to
serve the customers that enter your
restaurant. The success will depend
entirely on your efficiency in the
kitchen! Kitchen Rush is an innovative
real-time cooperative game that
simulates the excitement of a highpressure kitchen environment. It does
so through worker placement, using
hourglasses as your workers. These
hourglasses are used to take orders
from customers, prepare their dishes,
serve them on time, buy groceries,
clean plates and make sure enough
money is made each round to cover
wages, expenses, upgrades and
hopefully, leave a profit.
PSD 51223E	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99

TALISMAN ADVENTURES
RPG: GAME MASTER’S KIT
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A fortress is only as strong as its walls and
towers, and its here that many battles for
a castles control are won or lost. Flip-Tiles:
Fortress Walls & Towers Expansion provides
beautifully illustrated 6’ by 6’ map tiles that
can be used to expand your fortress with
a variety of defensive walls, stairways,
watchtowers, and more. Inside, youll find
24 richly crafted, double-sided map tiles.
This expansion set, along with Pathfinder
Flip-Tiles: Fortress Starter Set, allows you to create fortress maps quickly! So stop your
sketching and start your flipping today. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 4092	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE - THE LIBERATION OF LOCUS-1

GAMES

Whether your players are plumbing the depths
of a treasure vault or escaping through a sewer,
no Game Master wants to spend time drawing
sites for the complex maze of a thieves guild.
Fortunately, with Paizo Publishings latest
Pathfinder Flip-Mat, you dont have to! This line
of gaming maps provides ready-to-use and
captivatingly detailed fantasy set-pieces for the
busy Game Master. Whether its used for a fullon invasion of a thieves guilds headquarters or
tracking down a burglar, this double-sided map
is the perfect place for larcenous adventure!
Don’t waste your time sketching when you could
be playing. With Pathfinder Flip-Mat Classics:
Thieves Guild, you’ll be ready next time your
players dare to oppose the citys criminals! Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
PZO 31036	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.99

Ready your heroes for daring
quests and mighty deeds with
the Talisman Adventures Game
Masters Kit! This indispensable
resource for the Talisman
Adventures Fantasy Roleplaying
Game has 24 pages of useful
Game Master guidance and
expanded rules, plus exciting
new locations, encounters, and
enemies. Thrilling stories await,
as your heroes might meet the
Black Squire, face the Duelists
Challenge, discover a Faery Revel, or enter the Haunted Ruin! The Kit contains a stunning
4-panel screen for quick reference on commonly used rules, charts, and tables, all to
make storytelling in the Realm even easier. It also includes a sheet of Fate tokens plus a
set of blank Player Character sheets so that everyone can dive into adventure even faster JUL
2021
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
PSD 47503E	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99
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PLASTIC SOLDIER
COMPANY

TRITONS BUILDING KETOS CRAB

GAMES

PIP 51137...................................$21.99

WARCASTER

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WILD CARDS HERO
SOLO COREBUS

SENTINEL B EMPYREAN
HEAVY WARJACK

WILD CARDS HERO SOLO
DOCTOR MYRA HURST

SENTINEL B WARCASTER
EMPYREAN PACK

WILD CARDS HERO SOLO
HARLAN SEK, THE CURATOR

PIP 82020...................................$14.99

PIP 85004...................................$19.99

CAESAR!

The Roman Republic is coming to an
end, but not before a power struggle
between Caesar and Pompey. Players
will command their legions, strategically
deploying them to key battlegrounds to
try and seize control of the provinces and
become ruler of the republic. Scheduled to
ship in September 2021.
PSC CAE001...............................$35.00

PRIVATEER PRESS

AEROLITH EMPYREAN
ATTACHMENT

PIP 87015...................................$39.99

PIP 85005...................................$14.99

PIP 87017...................................$14.99

MONSTERPOCALYPSE

LEGION OF MUTATES BUILDING
OUTREACH CENTER

CONTINUUM AETERNUS
RAKER ATTACHMENT

PIP 84019...................................$19.99

PIP 51139...................................$19.99

MASTERS OF THE 8TH DIMENSION
BUILDING MYRIAD SINGULARITY

JUL

SUBTERRAN UPRISING
SMOG FACTORY

PIP 51138...................................$21.99

PIP 87014...................................$11.99

PIP 85006...................................$14.99

Q-WORKSHOP

THE WITCHER DICE SET (7 + COIN)

DAEMON A EMPYREAN
LIGHT WARJACK

PIP 87016...................................$29.99

PIP 51140...................................$21.99

2021
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MARCHER WORLDS
WARDER ATTACHMENT

DANDELION - CONQUEROS
OF HEARTS

DANDELION - VISCOUNT
DE LETTENHOVE

DANDELION - HALF CENTURY
OF POETRY

GERALT - ROACH’S COMPANION

QWS SWDA3R...........................$23.00

IRON STAR ALLIANCE SOLO
PALADIN SIEGEBREAKER

PIP 83018...................................$19.99

QWS SWDA3S...........................$23.00

QWS SWDA3Q..........................$23.00

QWS SWGE3V...........................$23.00

RAVENSBURGER

GERALT - THE MONSTER SLAYER

QWS SWGE3U...........................$23.00

WWE LEGENDS: ROYAL RUMBLE
CARD GAME

GERALT - THE WHITE WOLF

QWS SWGE3T ...........................$23.00

Great Scott! Biff stole the DeLorean and
went on a joyride through time, disrupting
events and scattering items through space
and time! Now it’s up to you to help
Doc and Marty repair the space-time
continuum before time paradoxes unravel
the very fabric of the universe. Jump in
your time machine, complete events, return
items, and help restore temporal order!
The future is in your hands.
RVN 60001883...........................$39.99

THE PRINCESS BRIDE:
ADVENTURE BOOK GAME

RIVER HORSE

YENNEFER - LILAC AND
GOOSEBERRIES

QWS SWYE1B............................$23.00

JIM HENSON’S
LABYRINTH: PUZZLE
DISNEY HOCUS POCUS:
THE GAME

YENNEFER - SORCERESS SUPREME

QWS SWYE3W..........................$23.00

The Black Flame Candle has been lit.
Now the Sanderson witches you must
outwit; or with a wretched evil potion,
a foul spell they’ll set in motion. Stun
the witches and ruin the brew before
the sun can rise anew! Work together
to stop the Sanderson sisters from
draining the lives of Salem’s children by
ruining their potion before the sun rises!
RVN 60001875..................... $24.99

Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
RHL RHLAB008...................... $19.95

STRIKE DICE GAME

A classic dice game with an established
following, Strike is an approachable family
game with endless replay value. Roll dice
into a unique in-box arena, striking other
dice to change their faces, and collect
matching sets. Dice that bounce out of the
arena or show an “X” are removed from
the game. Play it safe by rolling one die,
or push your luck and keep rolling for a
chance to make more matches. The last
player with dice wins!
RVN 26840.................................$24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Inconceivable! Race through the Cliffs of
Insanity, navigate the Fire Swamp, and
help Buttercup, Westley, Fezzik, and
Inigo survive the dastardly machinations
of Prince Humperdinck, Count Rugen,
and Vizzini in The Princess Bride
Adventure Book! Six chapters immerse
players in the movie as they work
together to complete the story without
throwing the plot off course despite
shrieking eels, R.O.U.S.s, and constant
interruptions. Will the forces of evil or
true love prevail? Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
RVN 60001907..................... $34.99

Enter the ring as a WWE Legend and face
off against your rivals in the WWE Legends
Royal Rumble Card Game! Use electrifying
attacks and signature finishing maneuvers
to eliminate your opponents! New Legends
enter the Rumble as others are thrown over
the top rope. Can you survive the brawl to
remain the last legend standing?
RVN 26868.................................$22.99

GAMES

BACK TO THE FUTURE:
DICE THROUGH TIME

STRIKE DICE GAME:
HARRY POTTER

YENNEFER - THE OBSIDIAN STAR

QWS SWYE37............................$23.00

Face off against fellow witches and wizards
in a magical duel! Cast Confundus Charms,
Revulsion Jinxes, Disarming Charms, and
other spells from the Wizarding World by
rolling matches in the arena. Each match
has a magical effect and allows the witch or
wizard who cast it to collect matching dice. As
the game progresses, players lose dice; duels
exhaust even the greatest witches and wizards.
The last player with dice remaining wins!
RVN 26839	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

JIM HENSON’S
THE DARK CRYSTAL: PUZZLE

Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
RHL RHDAC003..................... $19.95
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ROCK MANOR GAMES
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GAMES

ALDERQUEST

Animal Factions Unite! It’s time to
collect the sacred gift from the Great
Alder Tree! Move and Match animal
minion tiles of the same faction and
recruit them to your cause. Use
your animal minions and heroes
to steal precious acorns from your
opponent. The first to collect enough
acorns wins. Will the pirate otters
and ninja foxes of the Thieves Guild
steal victory from the monks and
clerics of the Guardians Order? Will
the Hunter shrews and badgers prey
upon the fair and feathered Bards?
What powerful relics will turn the
tide of battle? The clever will prevail,
in AlderQuest. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
RMA 020	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39.00

DARK FOREST - SET OF 7

VOLCANIC BLAST - SET OF 7

ALDERQUEST: ARCTIC ALLIES

DARK FOREST - SET OF 15

VOLCANIC BLAST - SET OF 15

DRAGON’S HOARD - SET OF 7

WRAITH - SET OF 7

DRAGON’S HOARD - SET OF 15

WRAITH - SET OF 15

This expansions adds powerful new heroes and
minions that can align themselves with any guild.
The Arctic Allies Expansion adds 2 new heroes, 8
arctic minions, and special arctic runes and quarrels.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
RMA 021.................................................... $12.00

R4I 50504-7C.............................$12.99

R4I 50504-FC..............................$25.99

JUL
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R4I 50517-FC..............................$27.99

ROLE 4 INITIATIVE

POLYHEDRAL DICE: DIFFUSION
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

R4I 50505-7C.............................$13.99

BLOODSTONE - SET OF 7

R4I 50501-7C.............................$12.99

CHERRY BLOSSOM - SET OF 7

R4I 50503-7C.............................$12.99

R4I 50505-FC..............................$27.99

R4I 50514-7C.............................$13.99

R4I 50514-FC..............................$25.99

R & R GAMES

THE PLAN

2021

R4I 50517-7C.............................$13.99

BLOODSTONE - SET OF 15

R4I 50501-FC..............................$25.99

CHERRY BLOSSOM - SET OF 15

R4I 50503-FC..............................$25.99

The Museum has some exquisite pieces in
its collections. How inconvenient... since
you prefer them to be in yours. Time to
plan... a Heist! Look at what Treasures are
available — Then play cards to form your
team. But be careful not to match other
players’ targets, because those cancel each
other out. Gather the most valuable loot
and win! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
RRG 470.....................................$24.99

The legendary Witchstone has a powerful energy field. But every 100 years this energy
field begins to diminish. During this time, eminent wizards and witches gather to restore
the Witchstone to full power. Cauldrons, crystals, scrolls, and of course, magic wands are
at your fingertips. The player who demonstrates the greatest skill is declared Master of
the Witchstone!
RRG 497	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

GAMES

WITCHSTONE

R. TALSORIAN GAMES

THE WITCHER RPG:
A BOOK OF TALES

SANGUINE PRODUCTIONS

IRONCLAW: THE BOOK
OF CORALS

ABYSS: SUPER NATURAL ROLE PLAY

A self-contained game in one volume,
ABYSS tasks you and your fellow players
will work together to investigate strange
and mystical events of the world ... and,
all too often, to discover something
capable of unimaginable terror... and
only you can stop it! Using a powered-bythe-apocalypse system, you can quickly
create your character, from the human to
the monstrous and all things in between.
Prepare your caches of equipment,
defenses, and knowledge, then head into
the field to investigate the matter.
SGP E001...................................$49.95

Once uncharted, the islands of Furanthur
are now home to the notorious Goldbeard,
self-styled ‘king of the pirates’. By force of
personality, by hand, and by nature itself,
this bold leader claims dominion over
this archipelago, rich in resources and
steeped in mystery. Goldbeard dreams
of his own empire, and many buccaneers
flock to his banner, striking out from these
strange ports for rich plunder on the fat
merchant-ships. But there is no honor
among thieves, and Goldbeard isn’t the
only one who would be king. And those
who came before, the autochthones native
to these isles, have their own wishes before
they would bow down before a pretender
to rule.
SGP 1109...................................$39.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

A Book of Tales is a supplement for The
Witcher Pen & Paper RPG which gives you
six adventures that span the Continent,
complete with new monsters, player
content, and maps compiled into a larger
campaign. A Book of Tales includes:
Six adventures! Experience escapades
across the Continent, including a murder
mystery in the heart of Mount Carbon,
pulse-pounding combat in the Claremont
arena, and investigations in the mistshrouded Alder-wood. New Player
Content! Expand your game with new
weapons, spells, and three new playable
races: Gnomes, Vran, and Werebbubbs.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
RTG WI11031............................$30.00
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SIRIUS DICE

STEAMFORGED GAMES

RPG DICE SET (7)

GAMES

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
CHAMBER OF THE SERPENT FOLK

BLUE AURORA SEMITRANSPARENT RESIN

SDZ 0001-12........................... $15.99

MELON BALL GLOWWORM

SDZ 0006-06........................... $16.00

COTTON CANDY GLOWWORM

SDZ 0006-04........................... $16.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Epic Encounters: Chambers of the Serpent
Folk will send you stumbling into an
ancient plot. Can you stop the Serpent
Folk before they reclaim the world they
once ruled? Inside, you’ll find everything
you need to run a cold-blooded encounter,
including 20 highly detailed miniatures,
adventure book, and enough prompts
and stats to spark your imagination.
SFL EE-008	��������������������������������$49.95

PEARL GREEN ACRYLIC

SDZ 0001-02............................. $8.99

Venomous and hungry, a great snake slithers
through the depths of a ruined temple, a relic of the
very civilisation it was made to protect. Sampling,
sensing, its vast pink tongue flickers between fangs
long as the arm of a fully grown man. Many wouldbe thieves have met their end within its crushing
grip. Will you be next?
SFL EE-007........................................................ PI

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

LUCKY CHARM GLOWWORM

SDZ 0006-05........................... $16.00

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
TEMPLE OF THE SNAKE GOD

PURPLE, ORANGE CLEAR

SDZ 0002-02........................... $11.99

RAINBOW TRANSLUCENT RESIN

SDZ 0001-10	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

SLUGFEST GAMES

MUNCHKIN:
MUNCHKIN RUSSIA
MUNCHKIN:
MUNCHKIN BOSSES

DUNGEON DECORATORS

JUL You are a dungeon decorator who arranges cozy underground spaces with just the right
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lair-y feel for your clients. You’ll compete to build the best dungeon with all the right
accoutrements, so that your villainous clients can move in and feel at home. Scheduled
to ship in June 2021.
SFG 038	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $42.95

Get Ready to be Bossed! You think
youre munchkin enough to take on
the boss monsters? This expansion
provides all the epic monster boosters
and munchkin buffers to give you
the fight you’re looking for. Add
this executive expansion deck to
any Munchkin game and get ready
to be bossed! Scheduled to ship in
September 2021.
SJG 4271.............................. $10.95

Welcome to Munchkin Russia, where
the jokes get you! Fight the Troll
Factory, KGBirds, Rasputin, or the
dreaded Hangover with your Russian
Wolfhound and Balalaika by your
side. As you grab loot and become a
Hacker, Oligarch, Athlete, or Cossak
on your way to Level 10, watch out for
the Revolution and the horror of the
Eurovision Singer. And be sure to enjoy
the beautiful seasons: spring, summer,
autumn, winter, winter, winter...
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
SJG 1526.............................. $24.95

STUDIO 2 PUBLISHING

SLEEP TIGHT CARD GAME

TEETURTLE

GAMES

You are kids stuck in a very special dream...a dream
where the Sandman lives. Your souls have been
shattered, and the only way to wake up is to collect
Soul Fragments by traversing your nightmares. But
watch out, because the Sandman will haunt you
trying to consume your remaining Soul Fragments.
Team up against the Sandman or turn against each
other. If the Sandman is killed, everyone wins. But
if one of you wakes up first, they win, while the
other players stay trapped in the nightmare forever,
left as a feast for the Sandman. Try this game of
cooperation, conflict, betrayal, and nightmares.
S2P 20003..............................................$24.00

WRONG PARTY

THORNY GAMES

SIGN

This game is based on the history of Nicaraguan
Sign Language. Nicaragua in the 1970s had
no form of sign language. In 1977, something
happened. Fifty deaf children from across
the country were brought together to an
experimental school in Managua. Without a
shared language to express themselves, the
children did the only thing they could - they
created one. In Sign, we follow a story inspired
by that journey. All proceeds from the physical
version go to support sign language education
in Nicaragua, currently The Nicaraguan Sign
Language Projects (NSLP). This has yielded more
than $15,000 in donation to date. We also
thank the NSLP for their guidance and input on
game design. Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
TYG TG0011........................................$20.00

TINY ROBOT GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Wrong Party is a card drafting game
where you’ll try to host the perfect
party with the weirdest guest list. This
2-5 player game combines the fun of
a costume party, the scheming of a
political scandal, the savagery of a
raid, and the awkwardness of a family
reunion. Will you be the life of the
party, or the death of it?
TET 5364-UU-BSG1......................... PI

NUTTY SQUIRRELS OF THE
OAKWOOD FOREST

Nutty Squirrels of the Oakwood
Forest is a 2-6 player, competitive,
press-your-luck game of movement,
acorn gathering, and scoring.
Squirrel power-ups found along the
way can be combined to improve
your ability to navigate the tree and
establish and advantage over others. Whoever successfully buries the most acorns before
the tree goes bare wins! A separate solo mode turns the tree into a procedurally generated
maze requiring strategy, resource management, and risk-taking. Unapologetically casual,
it’s the perfect start to game night. Scheduled to ship in December 2021.
TRG NS001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

JUL
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QUEEN OF SCOTS: THE CARD GAME
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GAMES

This matching-sets-for-points game has been
played by designer Nadine Chestnut’s family
for over 100 years. Queen of Scots: The Card
Game is a tale of two queens, and the historical
fate of Scotland’s Queen Mary. Character
artwork has been meticulously painted to
capture the likeness of each historical figure
from one of the bloodies stories in the history
of Scotland and England, which ultimately
shaped the world we see today.
TRG QS001....................................... $26.99

ULISSES-SPIELE

TORG ETERNITY
BLOOD ON THE BLASTED
LANDS ADVENTURE

An Unstoppable Army... Blood on the Blasted Lands
is a massive adventure suitable for several months
of gaming. A desperate rescue mission reveals a
gathering threat in the Blasted Lands, an army of
juiced-up warriors who, if left unchecked, could
upend the balance of power in the realm forever.
Who is creating these things, and how can one stop
the unstoppable? Track the origins of the deadly
Ravagers through war-torn cities, murderous
wasteland highways, the nightmarish nodes of
Kur, and even the irradiated ruins of Chernobyl,
as powerful factions compete to stop you or earn
your favor.
ULI US82067............................................$34.99

DELPHI MISSIONS - THARKOLD

Delphi Missions: Tharkold is a set of adventures
to enhance any ongoing Torg Eternity campaign.
Each of the ten adventures inside is suitable for
an evening of play. Each adventure may be
dropped into an existing story, or played on
its own. Murderous mutants, deadly races, and
demonic mayhem abound! This product contains
adventures suitable for Alpha and Beta Clearance
Storm Knights written by Torg heavy hitters Bill
Slavicsek, Steve Kenson, Tracy Sizemore, James
Dawsey, Greg Nagler, and others.
ULI US82068........................................ $24.99

HEROES OF THE BLASTED
LANDS TOKENS

MINIONS OF THARKOLD TOKENS

ULI US82075...............................$14.99

THARKOLD GM PACK

Step up your game! This pack contains
accessories designed to enhance any Torg
campaign. A dry-erase map of Tharkold
shows invasion zones across Northern
Europe, including which faction holds each
zone. Threat cards have one side that faces
the players and includes the defense numbers
they need to calculate their own attacks and
simply tell the GM the result of a test. The
other side has the special abilities and attacks
the GM needs without needing to check a
book. Threat blips are tokens that match the
monsters and foes encountered within the
game, and are great for tactical combat or
for tracking the number of foes and their
conditions, even without using a map.
ULI US82071...............................$19.99

THARKOLD GM SCREEN
& ARCHETYPES

This screen contains three panels with
the most common tables and modifiers
a GM may need when running Torg
Eternity within Tharkold. Traps and
escape difficulties for the Grid, the time
it takes for magical mishaps to draw
Technodemons,
random
mutations,
and a host of environmental hazards
are included. Inside are 16 full-color
archetypes and their character sheets,
ready for action at a moments notice!
Characters include the Demon Scholar,
the Psi Master, and the dreaded
Renegade Infiltrator!
ULI US82066...............................$24.99

THARKOLD MAP PACK 1

This detailed, double-sided map puts the danger
and dread of Tharkold onto your gaming table!
Drive the Blasted Lands Highway, where the
twisted wreckage of vehicles litter the decaying
roads through the irradiated wasteland. Is that
a lookout post, or a warning marker to some
warlords domain? Beware the Technodemon
Aerie. Home away from home for one of the
dreaded monsters who rule the harsh world of
Tharkold. Is the master in his lair, or has it be
repurposed by other factions? Either way be
ready to fight for your life!
ULI US82073.........................................$14.99

THARKOLD MAP PACK 2

This high-quality, double-sided map sets the stage
for the unfolding Possibility Wars on your table!
Visit the Marauder Compound, a walled outpost
in the depleted Blasted Lands. Is this a friendly
trading post surrounded by bloodthirsty raiders,
or a den of vile villains and their captives? Get
ready for a fire fight in Urban Hell, a sprawling
block of bunkers, hideouts, and decay. Find cover
and look for routes to flank your foes or approach
interior rooms without getting blasted!
ULI US82074.......................................... $14.99

ULI US82076...............................$14.99

THARKOLD BOOSTER DECK

This booster deck adds specialized cards for the
demonic realm of Tharkold. A re-themed 40 card
Drama Deck features unique special effects each
round. Dominate your foes... or be crushed under
their wheels! Ten new Cosm cards increase the
variety of effects to bring out the eerie danger of
the setting. Finally, five new cards are added to the
JUL Drama Deck, bringing back some old favorites and
2021 adding completely new options to the mix.
ULI US82069............................................$14.99
26

THARKOLD POSSIBILITY TOKENS

20 solid poker chips. - Individual art on each chip. - Tharkold themed Possibilities have
extra effects within the game.
ULI US82070	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99

THARKOLD SOURCEBOOK

This Is Going To Hurt... Tharkold is a literal Hell on
Earth. Long ago demons crushed the humans of
the cosm in a world shattering war that left both
civilizations in ruins. Now the demons, bolstered
by occult technology and seeking new realities to
plunder, have turned their eyes upon Core Earth.
Tharkold invaded Russia, but President Alexander
The Wolf Volkov seemed ready for them. An
uncomfortable detente fell over a realm ravaged by
madness, radiation, and demonic abominations.
Now the status quo has been upended once again
with the death of High Lord Kranod. Kranod’s
henchwoman, The Wolf, and a scheming demon
with mysterious ties to the Gaunt Man now race to
extend their control over the realm.
ULI US82065........................................ $39.99

ASCENSION: 10 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

ASCENSION: CURSE
OF THE GOLDEN ISLES

At last, we sail beyond the Severed Seas!
So, brave adventures, gather your crew,
kiss your loved one’s goodbye, and take a
swig of your strongest rum, because once
again adventure is on the horizon. Beware
the monsters of the deep and the cursed
dead that sail these haunted seas. Prepare
yourself for adventure as you try to unravel
the Curse of the Golden Isles and claim its
treasure as your own. The award-winning
deckbuilding game sails toward gold
and glory! Find the cursed treasure and
cleanse it to gain forbidden power. Protect
your crew from the undead pirates that
haunt the Golden Isles. Scheduled to ship
in June 2021.
UPE 10175.......................................... PI

CUTTERLAND

Cutterland is an innovative strategy board game
where you get to cut the cards - literally cut them into
pieces and compete on creating your own fabulous
lands. You will divide the cards into pieces, distribute
them between the players, and score victory points
for the creatures inhabiting your land. Whoever has
the most cohesive land at the end of the game, wins!
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
UPE 10403..........................................................PI

D20 PLUSH DICE BAGS
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
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Welcome to the world of Vigil. The barrier
that protected Vigil from distant realms is
collapsing. Samael, the Fallen One, has
returned with an army of monsters from
beyond. You are one of the legendary
warriors capable of protecting Vigil from
annihilation, but you cannot do it alone.
Recruit mighty heroes and wield powerful
constructs to aid you in battle. Each honor
and defeat Samael’s forces to save the
world! Designed by Magic: The Gathering
Pro Tour Champions. A deeply strategic
deckbuilding game set in a unique fantasy
world. Remastered Cards for Improved
Gameplay. All New Premium 10th
Anniversary Game Board and Card Art.
Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
UPE 11060.......................................... PI
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ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL
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UPI 15758........................................... PI

RED

UPI 15757........................................... PI
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES WALL SCROLLS
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

SKY BLUE
JET BLACK

UPI 15563........................................... PI

UPI 15561........................................... PI

WHITE

GAMES

UPI 15756........................................... PI

ECLIPSE: POLY 11 DICE SETS

BALDUR’S GATE DESCENT
INTO AVERNUS

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

UPI 18792........................................... PI

LEMON YELLOW

UPI 15568........................................... PI

SMOKE GREY

UPI 15571........................................... PI

FALL 21 BOOK

UPI 18559........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

APPLE RED

UPI 15564........................................... PI

LIME GREEN

UPI 15566........................................... PI

CANDLEKEEP MYSTERIES

UPI 18795........................................... PI

BAG OF HOLDING GAMER POUCH

UPI 18652........................................... PI

ARCTIC WHITE

UPI 15560........................................... PI

PACIFIC BLUE

UPI 15562........................................... PI

DUNGEON MASTERS GUIDE

UPI 18789........................................... PI

BLACK AND RED D20
PLUSH DICE BAG

FOREST GREEN

UPI 18786........................................... PI

UPI 15565........................................... PI

PUMPKIN ORANGE

UPI 15567........................................... PI

FALL 21 BOOK

UPI 18797........................................... PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES PLAYMATS
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.

JUL

2021

28

VAN RICHTEN’S
GUIDE TO RAVENLOFT

UPI 18558........................................... PI

HOT PINK

UPI 15569........................................... PI

ROYAL PURPLE

UPI 15570........................................... PI

ICEWIND DALE RIME OF
THE FROSTMAIDEN

UPI 18793........................................... PI

MONSTER MANUAL

UPI 18788........................................... PI

XANATHAR’S GUIDE
TO EVERYTHING

HATSUNE MIKU:
DIGITAL DREAMLAND

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

GAMES

UPI 18791........................................... PI

PLAYERS HANDBOOK

UPI 18787........................................... PI

DIAMOND DELIGHT PLAY MAT

UPI 15781........................................... PI

UPI 18794........................................... PI

DIAMOND DELIGHT STANDARD
DECK PROTECTOR 100CT

UPI 15782........................................... PI

THE RISE OF TIAMAT

UPI 18790........................................... PI

VAN RICHTEN’S GUIDE
TO RAVENLOFT

UPI 18796........................................... PI

HEARTWARMING HARMONY
PLAY MAT

UPI 15776........................................... PI

HEARTWARMING HARMONY
SMALL DECK PROTECTOR 60CT

UPI 15778........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

TASHA’S CAULDRON
OF EVERYTHING

JUL

2021

29

ACRYLIC BOOSTER BOX DISPLAY

GAMES

HEARTWARMING HARMONY
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR 100CT

UPI 15777........................................... PI

WOODLAND WONDERLAND
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR 100CT

UPI 15780........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
JUL

30

POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

MEW DECK PROTECTOR
SLEEVES 65CT

UPI 15752........................................... PI

MAGIC THE
GATHERING CCG

Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG:
INNISTRAD MIDNIGHT HUNT

2021

UPI 15768........................................... PI

STARLIGHT MELODY MEIKO
SMALL DECK PROTECTOR 60CT

UPI 15785........................................... PI

STARLIGHT MELODY MIKU SMALL
DECK PROTECTOR 60CT

UPI 15784........................................... PI

STARLIGHT MELODY PLAY MAT

UPI 15783........................................... PI

WOODLAND WONDERLAND
PLAY MAT

UPI 15779........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
100CT SLEEVES V1
UPI 18823........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V2
UPI 18824........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V3
UPI 18825........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V4
UPI 18826........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V5
UPI 18827........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES X
UPI 18828........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V1
UPI 18817........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V2
UPI 18818........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V3
UPI 18819........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V4
UPI 18820........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V5
UPI 18821........................................... PI
6’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 18812........................................... PI
8’ TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 18813........................................... PI
ALCOVE FLIP X
UPI 18822........................................... PI
DOUBLE SIDED PLAYMAT X
UPI 18836........................................... PI
PLAYMAT A
UPI 18829........................................... PI
PLAYMAT B
UPI 18830........................................... PI
PLAYMAT C
UPI 18831........................................... PI
PLAYMAT D
UPI 18832........................................... PI
PLAYMAT E
UPI 18833........................................... PI
PLAYMAT F
UPI 18834........................................... PI
PLAYMAT G
UPI 18835........................................... PI
PRO-BINDER 12-POCKET
UPI 18815........................................... PI
PRO-BINDER 9-POCKET
UPI 18814........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL
UPI 18816........................................... PI

MEW 2’ ALBUM

UPI 15751........................................... PI

MEW FULL VIEW DECK BOX

UPI 15753........................................... PI

MEW 4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15749........................................... PI

MEW PLAYMAT

UPI 15748........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG:
SWORD AND SHIELD 7

Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15652........................................... PI

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MEW 9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15653........................................... PI

UPI 15750........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG

Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

MEW 9-POCKET PRO-BINDER

UPI 15754........................................... PI

ACRYLIC BOOSTER BOX DISPLAY

UPI 15767........................................... PI

UNIQUE BOARD GAMES
FREE MARKET: NYC

POKÉMON TRAINER: GUESS - ASH’S ADVENTURES

Test your Pokémon knowledge with Trainer Guess! Just think of a Pokémon and answer the
questions. Trainer Guess will figure out what Pokémon you’re thinking! Guess and collect
151 Pokémon that Ash and his friends met during their adventures in the Kanto region!
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
UPE 10280	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Test your Pokémon knowledge with Trainer
Guess! Just think of a Pokémon and answer
the questions. Trainer Guess will figure out
what Pokémon you’re thinking! Guess and
collect 150 classic Pokémon that Ash and
his friends met during their adventures
from Kanto to Alola! Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
UPE 10283.......................................... PI

GAMES

POKÉMON TRAINER: GUESS KANTO EDITION

Free Market: NYC is a competitive and
strategic board game based on the
principles of a free market economy,
presented from a humorous and ironic
perspective of life. In this game, you
will find yourself managing a group of
people who work together in different
assignments, aiming to grow their fortune
according to your vision. Throughout the
game, you will purchase merchandise at
the auction, deliver goods to shops and
factories, establish partnerships in shops
and factories, or possibly take over other
players’ business and capital. You will also
attend events, influence politics, win awards, and garner all kinds of influence to help your
businesses, partnerships, and assets flourish as you move forward in the game. The trick is
simple: buy when the market is low and sell when it’s high to make the most profit before
your opponents do. The most successful businessman wins the game.
UBG FMNYC	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

VALLEJO

CYBERPUNK PAINT SETS

Scheduled to ship in January 2021.

Test your Pokémon knowledge with
Trainer Guess! Just think of a Pokémon
and answer the questions. Trainer
Guess will figure out what Pokémon
you’re thinking! This new 25th
Anniversary Legacy Edition is a special
mix of all Pokémon! Scheduled to ship
in August 2021.
UPE 10284.....................................PI

COMBAT ZONE EXCLUSIVE NEMO MINI

SOLO - EXCLUSIVE JONATHAN
WARLOCK POWERS MINI

LAWMEN - EXCLUSIVE
SGT. SUOU MINI

TRAUMA TEAM - EXCLUSIVE
DOC SALVAGE MINI

VAL 72307..................................$40.99

VAL 72309..................................$40.99

POKÉMON TRAINER: TRIVIA

Who will be the best Pokémon Trainer?
Pokémon Trainer Trivia has 1,000
questions to turn you and your friends
into real Pokémon experts! Try to beat
your top score in Single Player Mode
or challenge your friends in Multiplayer
Mode! The Pokémon Trainer Game
Master takes care of everything...
from explaining the rules, to asking
the questions, to keeping the scores. Its
so easy to play! Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
UPE 10285...................................... PI

VAL 72308..................................$40.99

VAL 72310..................................$40.99

WARLORD GAMES

BOLT ACTION

Scheduled to ship in June 2021.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

POKÉMON TRAINER: GUESS LEGACY EDITION

SPLITZ

Bid against other players to collect cards from the
shared center row in this clever twist on trick-taking
card games! Use strategies to split the row and your
cunning to win the bid! Win the most of a number
to score those points! Lower Numbers score lower
points! Higher Numbers earn more points but are
tougher to earn! Scheduled to ship in June 2021.
UPE 10275.........................................................PI
JUL

2021

CAMPAIGN - D-DAY: US SECTOR

OSP BOLT38........................................ PI

GERMAN JAGDTIGER

WLG 402012039................................ PI

31

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

WYRD MINIATURES

GAMES

MALIFAUX

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: ADVENTURES IN THE
FORGOTTEN REALMS COMMANDER DECK DISPLAY (4)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
WOC C87490000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WIZKIDS/NECA

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: PHUNNY PLUSH BY KIDROBOT

These 7-inch-tall Dungeons & Dragons Phunny Plush by Kidrobot is made with
premium super-soft materials. Beholder’s eyestalks are fully poseable. Scheduled to
ship in September 2021.
BEHOLDER WZK 68300	����������������������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
DISPLACER BEAST WZK 68302	�����������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
MIMIC WZK 68303	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
SNOWY OWLBEAR WZK 68301	���������������������������������������������������������������$14.99

JUL

32

Ghosts of Saltmarsh: A D&D
Adventure System Cooperative Game
is an expansion to any of the previous
Adventure System games! It features
new adventures, map tiles, monsters,
traps and spells. Just select your favorite
heroes, and get ready for an all-new
campaign! The King of Keoland, after
unsuccessful expansion to the north, has
turned his eyes southward, to Saltmarsh,
with the intention of turning this village
into an important port to increase the
stature of his kingdom. But not everyone
in the village is happy about the new
developments, and old enemies fight for
control, unaware of a new enemy about
to rear its ugly head. You come through
the town gates and cross Sharkfin Bridge
to the screams of townsfolk and the
unmistakable sounds of fighting. You do
not know the situation but you are sure
you are needed. Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
STANDARD EDITION
WZK 87542.......................... $49.99
PREMIUM EDITION
WZK 87543.......................... $89.99

ICONIC FATE DECK

WYR 23029................................$13.00

NEXUS CORE BOX

WYR 23819................................$55.00

OUTCASTS OUTCAST STARTER BOX

WYR 23528................................$50.00

UNDER YOUR SKIN

WYR 23820................................$50.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS ARCHDEVIL - GERYON PREMIUM FIGURE

2021

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
GHOSTS OF SALTMARSH
ADVENTURE SYSTEM BOARD
GAME EXPANSION

Geryon is locked in an endless struggle with Levistus for control of Stygia. The two
have fought each other for centuries, each displacing the other innumerable times.
Currently, Geryon occupies an odd position in the infernal hierarchy. Although
Levistus still claims lordship over Stygia, he has been trapped in an enormous block
of ice at the command of Asmodeus. For his part, Geryon marshals his followers and
seeks to discover the means to replace his hated rival. Among the archdevils, Geryon
and Zariel are especially known for martial prowess. He is a ferocious hunter and a
relentless tracker. Other devils command legions and bid their followers to battle their
enemies. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
WZK 96060	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99

NOT FINAL ART

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
FULL-SIZED DRIZZT
FOAM STATUE

In the world of the Forgotten Realms,
Drizzt Do’Urden, ranger of the North,
has proven his quality as a goodhearted defender of the weak and
innocent. Life-size, full-scale figure.
WZK 68503................................... PI

VERNON AND WELLES

WYR 23814................................$35.00

